MSCHE Self-Study Steering Committee Meeting

October 30, 2020
Agenda

I. Introduction (Perry, on behalf of Fadi)

II. Group Updates (Chairs/Cochairs)

III. Upcoming Meetings and Milestones

IV. Questions (All)
Group Updates (Chairs/Co-chairs)

- Please provide a brief summary of the status of your self-study efforts
- What is the plan for completion?
- Explain how you will involve Working Group members in writing and ongoing data collection
Working Group Four Update

October 30, 2020

Moshe Kam
Georgeen Theodore
Update on MSCHE Chapter Four

Writing the narrative

Chapter has three primary sections: (1) Faculty, (2) Research, and (3) Fulfillment of the Requirements of Affiliations and Standards

- **Sections (1) and (2):** Drafting narrative and incorporating Standards into sections (1) and (2) *in progress*

- **Section (3):** Drafted narrative for the Educational Effectiveness Assessment (Standard V) and Design and Delivery of the Student Learning Experience (Standard III) *drafted (90% complete—will seek input from WG)*

Meetings

WG members had three internal meetings to check-in and coordinate

Next Steps

Chairs to complete narrative (November)

Chairs to share draft with WG for input and to provide additional evidence (as per discussion with MSCHE VP Kushnood Haq) (November)

Chairs to schedule check-in with PD & RC (November/December)

Submit Chapter in January

Challenges

Time
Upcoming Meetings and Milestones

• November 20\textsuperscript{th} – Steering Committee Meeting

• December/January – drafts of full chapters due (meetings scheduled upon request)

• January – comments returned

• March/April – final drafts of full chapters due

• September – complete Self-Study distributed for community review
Questions/Concerns